
Meringue
FREQUENTLY ASKED QUESTIONS



It’s a product made from Egg Whites, which is used to prepare a 
delicious frosting just like the Italian Meringue, easy to handle, cover 
and mold to ones needs. This frosting made from meringue powder has 
a better consistency for cake decorating than the frosting made with 
fresh egg yolks, is more stable at room temperature and its safer to use 
since its pasteurization. These qualities, among other we will be talking 
about, make this product an excellent option to cover any kind of cakes 
or pastries.

After years of developing and testing, ENCO has perfectioned its 
formula for meringue powder to offer you just the best: 

·  Made with the highest and best quality of egg albumin (every lot is        
carefully verified).
 
·  The shortest mixing time with the highest performance in the 
market.

·  Superior consistency and firmness.

·  Stable under extreme heat temperatures.

·  Delicious vanilla flavor.

WHAT IS MERINGUE POWDER?

WHY ENCO’S MERINGUE IS THE BEST
ONE OUT OF THE BUNCH?

Bag 4.4 lbs
Yields:

33 bowls of 3.7 qt

Bag of 8.8 oz
Yields:

4 bowls of 3.7 qt

Resealable bag



0% FAT

1 cup of meringue
Calories: 149 kcal 

Sugar: 37g
Fat: 0g

1 cup of whipped cream
Calories: 221 kcal

Sugar: 22g
Fat: 14g

*Average data 

GREAT TASTE
Delicious flavor and 

scent of vanilla. 

EASY TO COLOR
Compared to other frostings, meringue 
powder needs less quantity of color 
added and makes the colors brighter.

SMOOTH AND FIRM
Great for smooth coverings and 

creation of flowers among a great 
variety of cake decorations.

LONG SHELF LIFE
Meringue powder has a shelf life of 1 year

and 3 months at room temperature.

VERY ECONOMICAL
By using meringue as frosting, you 
could save 50% more per cake than 

using common frosting such as 
whipping cream or other mixes.

NO REFRIGERATION
The perfect frosting for hot tempera-
ture areas. It can withstand up to 104*F. 

Your decorations will not fall.

DO MORE WITH LESS
Only 6 tbsp of meringue powder makes 

3.7-Quart bowl, enough to cover two 
8” cakes.

Meringue Advantages
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The type of mixer you choose will determine how long will it take to 
have the meringue ready. The mixer, manual or professional, should be 
able to produce a minimum of 275 watts of power.

  Professional mixer (1): We highly recommend this one besides the fact 
that has the highest power output it also has the big wire whip attach-
ment (2), ideal to stabilize the meringue to reach its maximum volume 
of 3.7 quarts. Maximum mixing time in this kind of mixer is 6 min. 

  Manual Mixer (3): Usually this mixer has less power output than the 
professional one, making this its main issue and taking up to twice the 
amount of time to create the meringue due to its 2 open blade whisks, 
also it makes less volumen and not as firm meringue. We highly 
recommend that you use a not too wide bowl, and mix it with round 
movements for best results. Total mixing time with this kind of mixer is 
about 11min.

  Mixer with Pedestal (4): Like the manual mixer, but with the advan-
tage that is set on a base that will help you mix for long periods of time 
if needed. Best option available when you do not have access to a 
professional one. 

THE IMPORTANCE OF THE MIXER

MIXERS



1. Add 6 full tbsp of meringue powder to a bowl. If you will be using 
a manual mixer or if you are in a place that is very humid and hot 
use 7 tbsp.

2. Add 6.8 oz of water at room temperature.  

3. Manually with the whisk, mix the powder and water to avoid the 
powder flying away.

4. Start the mixer in its max setting/speed and beat until you reach 
the stiff peaks consistency (we will talk more about it in the next 
page).

Make sure the bowl and all needed utensils are clean and without any kind 
of residues on them, if not, the meringue will not be able to reach the stiff 
peaks point. 

FROSTING PREPARATION METHOD
PART 1. STIFF PEAKS CONSISTENCY



1. You obtain the stiff peaks point when your mixture volume 
triples, and you get a white firm foam. 

2. At this point you can turn off your mixer and is recommended 
performing the holding test. Just flip the bowl upside down to 
make sure you reached the stiff peaks point, and this is how to 
make it:

3. If your mixture falls out of the bowl it mean it has not reach the 
stiff peaks point and needs more time under the mixer.

4. If your mixture does not fall, it means it is indeed at stiff peaks 
point and its ready for you to add the syrup. (the next page 
explains how to make the syrup). 

One of the most common issues while preparing meringue is mixing it 
more than needed and passing the stiff peak point. We usually believe that 
by elongating its mixing time we will get a better meringue and more 
consistent meringue, but that is not the case. 

When elongating its mixing time, we can cause its texture to become 
porous and non-smooth.

 FROSTING PREPARATION METHOD
PART 1. STIFF PEAKS CONSISTENCY



1. Add 1 and ¾ of a cup of refined white sugar to a pot. We do not 
recommend the use of brown sugar since it will change the color of 
the meringue, and it cannot be prepared with sugar substitutes.

2. Then add 5 oz of water and place the pot on the stove or hot 
plate.

3. Set up the stove / hot plate to high heat and let the syrup reach 
boiling point. Once it reaches boiling point, let it boil for 2 min. To 
accelerate its boiling process, cover it at the start and once it 
reaches the boiling point uncover it.

4. After the 2 min, start your mixer in the in the highest speed and 
start pouring the syrup slowly and constantly until you reach the 
desired consistency on the meringue. If you are using a manual 
mixer, we recommend that you add the syrup in the parts.

In places or areas with humid weather we recommend boiling the syrup for 
2.5 min or if your stove takes too long reaching the boiling point too. Its 
particularly important to add the syrup while is still hot to help its cooking 
process on the egg whites and to stabilize the meringue.

 FROSTING PREPARATION METHOD
PART 2. PREPARING THE SYRUP



1. Continue beating the meringue until reaching a firm consistency, 
this will vary depending on your mixer appliance.

2. When you start to see the creation of small balls or folds in the 
bowl its an indication that is ready. It should have a smooth and 
silk like finish.

3. Another way to make sure the meringue is ready is by using the 
whisk or a spatula and picking up some of the meringue but trying 
to form a peak or tail at the end of it. If the peak or tail bends a 
little or it does not stay firm as a peak, it means it still lacks a little 
more time in the mixer.

4. When you get the stiff peaks, the meringue is ready. You can use 
the meringue right away without having to wait for it to cool off to 
start your decorations.

The flavor within the meringue is vanilla, but you can add a few drops of 
lime or your favorite essence flavor (oil free). It’s recommended doing this 
after you add the syrup so the flavor can integrate completely to the whole 
meringue. 

FROSTING PREPARATION METHOD
PART 3. FINAL MERINGUE



Covers
2 cakes

 Diameter
 Diamater: 8”

 Tall: 10” 

8” CAKES

Covers
1 cake

(Cover and
decorations)

Diameter
 Diamater: 10”

 Tall: 4” 

10” CAKES

Covers
1 cake

Measures
Level 1: 11”W x 4“T
Level 2: 8”W x 4”T 

2 LEVEL CAKE

How much a bowl of Meringue can cover:

Covers
1 cake 12”W x 9”T

½ CAKE SHEET

Covers
60 cupcakes

CUPCAKES



1. Porous or bubbled finish: The meringue finish should be smooth 
and with a silk like texture. When you obtain a porous meringue 
means that it was overbeat at the stiff peaks point, causing it to 
aerate more than needed and changing its consistency. 

2. Taffy consistency: This may occur when the syrup was boiled 
more than needed and it becomes thick at the time of adding it to 
the meringue mixture. The meringue can also become taffy if it’s 
left uncovered/exposed for too long, we recommend to cover it. 

3. Too Thin or Not Firm: This is the most common outcome since 
the cause of it is because it was not beat enough time or it lack 
speed power (check our type of mixer section for more info). It may 
also means that the syrup was not boiled long enough making it 
too watery, or maybe that less than 6 tbsp of meringue were used.

4. Not Fluffy or Low Volume: Meringue it’s a very delicate frosting 
when it comes to mixing with fat, if there is any residue left in the 
bowl or whisker itself, it will not reach its optimum consistency. 
Adding flavor/essences that contain oil may also affect its final 
volume.

COMMON MISTAKES



1.Once prepared, the meringue frosting does not need refrigeration 
since it can withstand temperatures up to 104*F, the cake itself 
may go bad first than the actual meringue. It can be refrigerated, 
but in both cases make sure to cover it up and seal it good so it will 
not become taffy or dry up. 

2. We recommend that you decorate your project immediately as 
you finish making the meringue or within the first 24 hrs. since it 
may lose some of its consistency or drain some syrup as time goes 
by (especially if it was mixed with a manual mixer).  Nothing will 
happen to your meringue decorations once its applied.

3. Remember to cover your cake with a dome so the meringue stays 
creamy for as long as possible. Otherwise it may dry out by the 
influence of the weather.

4. If there is any meringue left over, we recommend prepare 
Meringue Cookies (recipe on next page)or you can mix it up with a 
new batch of meringue the next day.

HANDLING MERINGUE



   ENCO Meringue Powder
   ENCO Gel Food Colors
 

1. Prepare the Meringue frosting (see previous recipe) and place it 
in a sleeve with a star shape tip. You may color the meringue with 
your favorite color.

2. Start shaping the little meringues on a flat sheet with a cookie 
baking sheet.

3. Bake for 1 hour and 10 min at 230*F or until the little 
meringues become firm. It may take longer if they are too big. 

4. Turn off the oven and let them seat inside for 20 more min so 
they can keep and stay in shape completely. 

5. Let them cool off and place them a tight seal container that 
way they will not get taffy. 

INGREDIENTS

PREPARATION STEPS

BAKED MERINGUE
COOKIES



Obtaining the perfect surface smoothness with meringue is
amazingly simple, all you need is a spinning base and a spatula. 
Here are some tips about it: 

1. Start by spreading the top of the cake and let the meringue 
frosting go all the way over the edge. Then add a good portion of 
meringue to the sides and start spreading it evenly from left to 
right, never do it with an up and down movement.

2.Compared to other kind of frostings, meringue frosting is
exceptionally light and easy to handle so it does not need that 
much pressure on it to shape and get that smooth finish. You may 
use a smoother to help you out on this process, just remember to 
clean it after every stride. When finishing the top part, use a spatula 
and do it from the edge to the middle of the cake.

3. If you want, you can use water in a spraying bottle on the 
meringue to facilitate its smoothing process. Finish the cake with 
a simple border line on top and bottom.

4. Cut the cake and enjoy it with does around you!

 COVERING CAKES TECHNIQUE



1. You can torch the meringue with a kitchen gas torch. Use this 
technique to give a special touch to your cake  or for the famous  
Lemon pie.

2. To make flowers, mix the meringue a little longer that way it will 
be extra firm and the flower’s petals will be easier to define. You 
can download our Flower’s Guide on our webpage. 

3. You can place figures made from fondant over a meringue cake 
since it is very resistant. Just press firmly on the decoration over the 
meringue so it will stay in place. 

4. Meringue is ideal to make all kinds of decorations and details in 
Cakes using pipping bags.

Using ENCO Gel Food Colors on the meringue will not affect its 
consistency.

DECORATION TIPS



With this technique you will be able to copy any draw anything you 
want very easily:

1. Print your favorite drawing and place wax paper over it, then 
with a sleeve and a circular #2 tip, along with ENCO Gel Food Color 
Black delineate your drawing on the wax paper.

2. Paste your copy of the drawing to the cake and slightly press 
over the areas you delineated, be very carefull, this way the 
meringue frosting will stay on the cake and will not stick to the 
wax paper or lose its smoothness.

3. Once the drawing has been marked over the cake, use the 
circular #2 tip again to delineate the drawing one more time and 
then it will be ready to fill in.

4. Use the #14 star tip to fill your drawing.

DRAWING TECHNIQUE



ENCO USA @encofoodsusa

salesusa@encoalimentos.com
www.encofoods.com

CONTACT US!
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